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Chess tactics in french defence

A lot of online articles have been published about French defence and the amount of information given to readers is huge. However, my sense is that the essence deep within this issue has not been revealed. Despite this issue being presented in many different ways, I have tried to provide guidance on
how to think to make the French defence a clear and successfully applicable technique for starting the game. Also, on this website you will find a lot of information about tactics and reviews about chess products. The introduction to the French defence France defence is one of the most popular defences
against the opening king's footy. It occurs after stroke 1.e4 e6, but the structure of pedestrians usually associated with this opening is as follows: White has better control over the center and a great advantage of space that cramps Black pieces, especially Bc8, which makes it difficult to develop. Black, on
the other hand, controls the center of the board, thanks to the e6.d5 pawns that blocked White's pawns, making them possible targets. Typical plans Before we move past games, let's look at some of the most common plans and strategies for both sides. White goals: Consolidation and development:
Whites already have an advantage in space, so there is no need to actively hunt more. Instead White should focus on protecting the centre as he develops Prevent Black's counterplay: This is an extension of the previous goal. Black needs a counterattack at center to generate the game. White's job is to
prevent that and stay in check before he goes into the next plan. Kingside attack: e5 pawn signifies white's point of focus should be kingside. If Black decides there in the castle, the king will be subjected to a powerful attack. Pawn shop break f4-f5: The F pawn usually protects the center from f4, but can
also be used to attack Black's center by f5, a plan favored when a direct attack is not possible. If Black has fathered the kingside, f6 also becomes a major threat, weakening the King's defence. Black goals: Apply pressure to White's center: Black highest priority. Exchanging winged pawns c7 and f7 for d4



and e5 pawns would be ideal, but this is difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, central pressure, if applied correctly, will keep White on the defensive, too busy to arrange an exchange of attacks or activate Bc8: Bishop squared is Black's most challenging piece. While it's easy to forget about it and focus on the
more useful parts, managing to replace or find a good square for it will result in immediate improvement for Black's position. Make a counterplay on queenside: The strong d5 pawn indicates that queenside is where black should play. This can happen by capturing the space of pawn shops such as a6 and
b5, or a piece of play, e.g. It is obvious that for every variation of the French defence the player realize and properly assess the situation he is in and have a plan on how to move his pieces to have an advantage against another player and put him in a difficult position. This is the hard part and the player
should have a clear picture of his goals by applying the above guidelines. Illustrative game Advanced Variation Variation Tarrasch Winawer Qc7# is compromised, and if 24... axQ, then 25.Ra8 Nb8 26.RxN#. It is no coincidence that the combination occurred almost exclusively in dark squares. The classic
variation of white can not stop d pawns and will have to sacrifice a lot of material. Recommended books and courses French defense is an opening that many Grandmasters often use. I believe that all players should practice this opening and the most effective way to do this is to buy a course or book.
Books organized contain an enormous amount of knowledge. So, I decided to find the best books on French defense. If you don't like reading, there are video courses that will give you condensed knowledge, not unnecessary information. If you're struggling to win chess, it's a great way to quickly improve
your skills and learn your mistakes from training courses. You can check the following courses. The conclusion of the French defence has some unique types of positions that are very useful to study. A player with a good understanding of the principle of opening will always find the right move. It should be
borne in mind that a small difference in the positioning of the pieces creates a new reality and a different reaction from the players is needed in order to properly resolve the new situation. So don't try to copy the moves you see online without knowing what you're doing. We hope that this article helped you
discover new ideas and understand this tricky opening a little better. In conclusion, I believe that educated thinking and a large number of matches in the past ensure a better future as a player. I would very much appreciate it if you would send me any comments and share them with friends. You can
check out my other articles on openings like Ruy Lopez, King's Gambit, Pirc Defense, Queen's Gambit Accepted and chess sets reviews. Keep playing and enjoy the game. The French defence has a reputation for a very solid but not very exciting opening from Black's point of view. Says Wikipedia: the
French have a reputation for toughness and resilience, although this can result in a somewhat cramped game for Black in the early stages. So, if you want to attack, should you switch to Sicilian? Not necessarily! Sharp and exciting lines can be found in any opening if you use imagination. Let's examine
the strange line of view where after 1. e4 e6 2. d4 d5 3. Nd2 dxe4 4. Nxe4 Nf6 5. Nxf6+ Black plays surreal 5...gxf6!? Instead of the logical 5...Qxf6. Why would Black damage his pawn shop on the king's side? The answer is similar to the variation Tal played in the World Cup match against Botvinnik in
(1,e4 c6 2. Nc3 d5 3.Nf3 Bg4 4. Bxf3 5. gxf3!?) In both cases, the damage to your pedestrian structure is the price you pay for opening the 'g' file and bringing in 'g' pawns to control important central squares. In our French line, Black hopes to attack the White King along the 'g' file if white castles 0-0, and
also the f6 pawn controls a very important 'e5' square. Will these ideas outweigh the permanent damage to your pawn structure? Let's check out some handy games: We just saw that a combined attack along the diagonal 'a8-h1' and 'g' files is the main idea of Black's lineup. The next game played by two
strong modern GMs once again changed that fact. Even if the White Castles Queen side, away from the dangerous 'g' file, it is still no guarantee against a possible attack on its king. See what happened in the following game: Even if White tries to avoid this variation and Game 5. Bg5 instead of 5. Nxf6,
Black can still insist on opening the 'g' file as in the following game: An additional advantage of this line is that there is almost no theory to remember since you play 3...dxe4 against both 3.Nc3 and 3. Nd2. No French Tarragch, Winawer, etc. In conclusion, let me repeat my usual advice/disclaimer. In this
article I did not try to prove that Black wins all variations or that this line is the best in French. My goal was just to explain the main ideas, show typical attacking patterns and share the spirit of this variation. I hope you have repeated the entire games, not just the positions shown in the diagrams (Remember
that you can always play the whole game from the first move if you click Solution and then Move list). If you liked what you've seen so far, then that's a good starting point for your own opening investigation. I can tell you one thing for sure: if you decide to give this variation a try, I can guarantee you an
interesting game and a lot of excitement. If you want to know the opening, you should be familiar with its typical positional ideas and remember the most important theoretical lines. But that's not enough. Each opening has its own slid of tactical motives. Therefore, you also need to know the typical tactical
patterns that often occur in your opening. French defence is one of the most reliable openings in chess, popular on all levels from beginners to strong grandmasters. It is a strategically and dynamically complex opening full of rich possibilities. Both sides have a multitude of tactical shots and ideas at their
disposal thanks to the different asymmetric structures of pedestrians and imbalances that occur from different variations. It's the perfect opening for players who prefer to understand key strategic and tactical ideas rather than remember the endless amount of theoretical variations. The French defence is a
chess opening for Black against 1st e4th. It's a half-closed opening and has a reputation for being resilient and solid. This occurs after 1.e4 e6 2.d4 d5. White's Thematic f5 Break in the French Defense One of the french defence's most active pawnbrokers comes after moves 1.e4 e6 2.d4 d5 3.e5 c5 4.c3.
Look at the diagram on the left. We've reached a pawn structure where the position is closed. White has a space advantage at the center of the board because of his advanced e5-pawn. However, Black's pedestrian structure is solid and without any weaknesses. Both sides have their own pawnbroker
chains, White is up c3-d4-e5 and Black is f7-e6-d5. Bjelica's pawnbroker points towards the kingside, indicating which side of the board he should be playing on. White often gets good attacking prospects on the kingside. A typical idea for White is to conduct the advancement of f-pawns with f2-f4-f5,
putting pressure on the black chain of pedestrians. It should be noted that the progress of f-pedestrians is not always easy to achieve. Not only does it take time to go to this plan, but the Whites also need to be careful not to lose control of the center, especially his key pawn on d4. In this video, a free
overview of his new 8-hour course on tactics in French defense, GM Mikhail Marin looks closely at this themed f5 break. Still, if the Whites manage to play f4-f5, he must remember a good plan to proceed with. According to GM Mikhail Marin, there are four major strategic operations that White can opt for
with a pawn on f5: Whites can play g2-g3 followed by bringing bishops squared at h3 putting more pressure on Black's e6-pawn White can move the light of a square bishop to d3, observing a pedestrian at h7 which is usually a weakness in Black's camp. Whites can play h2-h4, gaining even more space
on the kingside. If Black reacts with... h6, then White can exchange pawns on e6 s and play h4-h5, creating weaknesses on black light squares that can be occupied by white pieces. White can aim for f5-f6 to open a position on the kingside and begin an attack on the castle of the black king. White should
always evaluate which of these plans works best in each situation, as GM Marin explains in the video, with practical examples. Don't miss it! Tactics in French Defence Click here to get instant access with 35% off. Need a sturdy and reliable opening for Black? France's defence is one of the best openings
for club players. It's the perfect opening for players who prefer to understand key strategic and tactical ideas rather than remember the endless amount of theoretical variations. Many great players past and present have taken advantage of the French defence with great success. He was a favourite of
many of the world's best players, including former world champion Mikhail Botvinnik and the legendary Viktor Korchnoi. Today, the greatest experts of the French defence are most likely Alexander Morozevich, Wesley So and Hikaru Nakamura who often play it against all the best players in the world.
Learn all the tactical topics you need to confidently play this opening with new GM Mikhail Marino 80/20 Tactics Multiplier course. Click here to get instant access with a 35% discount.
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